
SALSA NOEL!
Measure 1-8 All dance in Latin style, moving about stage to position.
Measure 9-12 Right hand lift up to right then back down.
Measure 13-16 Left hand lift up to left then back down.
Measure 17-20 Right hand lift up to right then back down.
Measure 21-24 Left hand lift up to left then back down.
Measure 25-28 Arms bent with elbows out, move elbows up/down in rhythm 2 times each direction,

snapping on beat 2 and 4.
Measure 29-32 Hit legs on beat 3, then cross arms and hit chest on beat. Repeat.
Measure 33-36 Repeat as in Measure 25-28.
Measure 37-38 Hit legs on beat 3, then cross arms and hit chest on beat 3.
Measure 39 Hand chest high and palms up. Hold.
Measure 40-47 All dance in Latin style, as during introduction.
REPEAT
Measure 48-55 All dance in Latin style, as during introduction. Move to position where Part III is in

front row on knees, Part II is in second row, with knees bent slightly, and Part I is in
row three and standing.

Measure 56-63 Part III does movement as in Measure 29-32. Parts I and II stand still with heads
bowed.

Measure 64-79 Part III continues movement.
Part II  both hands, palm out pushes 2 times right, then 2 times left, then clap on
beats 2 and 4. Continue repeating this movement.
Part I Clap on beats 2 and 4, then with both hands, palm out push 2 times right, then
2 times left. This is the same movement as Part II except in opposition

Measure 80-81 All lift hands forward and up, palms up.
Measure 82 Push hands to right, palms out on beat 1, then to the left on beat 2, then bring jazz

hands up by face and look slightly up and forward on word “sing.”


